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Genesis 1 

 

Over the past couple of weeks, we have seen our God pour out His Infinite love, His Infinite Wisdom 
and certainly His Infinite power by creating space, time, matter and energy as the building blocks for 
life. None of these things are required for Himself, as He needs nothing to exist. And while we may 
never understand, He is the self-existent One who gives life to every creature under the sun.   

 

My first teaching on this, the first of 66 books, was about some of the foundational ideas contained 
within the 50 chapters of Genesis. These were for the most part Biblical themes about events and 
people that became the basis for all we know and believe.  

 

We have studied only 2 days and already seen evidence that creation was purposeful, methodical 
and wonderfully mysterious.   The days of creation are marching, so to speak, towards a goal that 
was in the mind of the Creator before the beginning:  You and I who were created by God to have 
life.  You and I experience this life like no other living creatures do.  All other living things cannot see 
the world around them as beautiful;  they see fields of grass and only think of eating it (if they think at 
all).  We look at a field of grass as a place to lie down and stare up at the clouds in amazement as we 
use our imaginations to see dragons or dogs;  birds might look at the shore line and think of clams 
and mussels to eat; we see mighty waves, crashing onto the sand, over and over again and wonder 
why they keep coming or why the waters never come past some imaginary line.   

 

The universe and our world, and all that it contains was made for us to live in. And not just breathe 
and move like other creatures.  But to experience life in all its fulness, in its wonder, and in its beauty. 
We were designed by God to know ourselves and to know Him.   We must guard our hearts to know 
that, even in our fallen state, we are why everything exists. That’s not arrogance, that’s not delusion, 
that’s not wishful thinking. It’s the TRUTH that makes all life make sense.   
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(Genesis 1:9 NKJV)  Then God said, "Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together into 
one place, and let the dry land appear"; and it was so.   (10)  And God called the dry land Earth, and 
the gathering together of the waters He called Seas. And God saw that it was good. 

 
Many creationists and geologists believe that land was originally one “supercontinent” called 
Pangea meaning “whole mother earth” in Greek mythology. 
 
This appears to make sense from the plain meaning of the scriptures.  
 
The dry land (opposed to the land that was still under the waters),  He called “earth” and all the 
waters He called seas.  
 
This was done to prepare for the next step in the 3rd day of creation.  
 
Note first that this is the third time that God separated things: 
Light from Darkness, water vapor canopy above the earth from the waters on the earth and 
now, dry land from the waters. These aren’t moral judgments but just an observation to keep in 
the back of our minds… 
 

(Genesis 1:11 NKJV)  Then God said, "Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb that yields seed, and 
the fruit tree that yields fruit according to its kind, whose seed is in itself, on the earth"; and it was so.  
(12)  And the earth brought forth grass, the herb that yields seed according to its kind, and the tree 
that yields fruit, whose seed is in itself according to its kind. And God saw that it was good. 
 

The phrase “according to its kind” appears in verse 11 for the first of 10 times.   This is the 
Biblical description of groupings of animals and plants.   It may refer to a species but it’s a bit 
broader than that.   For example, a horse and a zebra are 2 different species but they can 
mate and their offspring have been called “zorses”. 

  
And like the Second Day, God saw that it was good!   And thus the 3rd day is complete!  We 
know that plants need light, water and earth to live.   And God saw to it that these were 
established before the first blade of grass grew out of the ground.   
 
And we have the answer to the chicken-and-egg debate.  God brought forth grass not grass 
seed. He brought forth fruit trees that would yield fruit not fruit-seeds that were in the ground 
which grew into trees. 

 
(Genesis 1:13 NKJV)  So the evening and the morning were the third day. 
 

Light Good, Earth Good, Waters Good, Plants Good….God is on the move… 
 

Note that in God’s acts of creation, things are created in their “adult” age:  grass is already 
grown, along with the herbs and fruit trees are grown and ready to yield their fruits!   This is 
called an “appearance of age” and is unique to creation week. Today, things are “born” or 
“grow” and become “older”.  For example (spoiler  alert), when Adam was formed from the dust 
of the earth, he was a grown man.   
 
Note also that God created living things with the ability to reproduce!  The seeds of plants 
contain all the information required to replicate themselves into its “kind”.  This information isn’t 
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random such that when fruit trees bear fruit of their kind, they don’t yield something totally 
different like a bat.  
 
Note:  I have said before that the process of the days of creation had one goal in mind, You.  
Even these herbs and fruit trees were for us!   
 

Genesis 1:29 NKJV  And God said, "See, I have given you every herb that yields seed 
which is on the face of all the earth, and every tree whose fruit yields seed; to you it 
shall be for food. 

 

(Genesis 1:14 NKJV)  Then God said, "Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to divide 
the day from the night; and let them be for signs and seasons, and for days and years;  (15)  and let 
them be for lights in the firmament of the heavens to give light on the earth"; and it was so. 
 
 

On the first day, God said, “let there be light” (Hebrew: ‘or’), that, is all light;  
 
On the fourth day, God said, “let there be lights’ (Hebrew: ma’or’) meaning a luminous body.  
 
This is very strange to us who have only known light from the sun, stars or moon.  This must 
mean that the same physical functions of the Light from day 1 are the same as the lights of 
day four.   The earth was rotating, light was hitting the earth from a single point.  That light was 
also a source of energy for all plant life as well.  And it also divided the day from the night. 
 
But these lights,  had another purpose:  they were created for signs, seasons, days and years.  
 

Signs - a signal (literally or figuratively), a beacon,  an omen,  evidence, a token. 

  
We see this describing the “mark” on Cain; also the rainbow and most covenants were accompanied 
by a sign (for example, circumcision) ;  The word is used interchangeably with “miracle”.  In Isaiah, it’s 
the sign of the virgin that would declare the Son who was God with us. 
 
Seasons - an appointment, that is, a fixed time or season; specifically a festival or feast; an assembly 
or a congregation;  also translated as a  set time.  For example, in Genesis 17: 

 

 (Genesis 17:21 NKJV)  But My covenant I will establish with Isaac, whom Sarah shall bear to 
you at this set time next year." 

 
Days and Years:  single days and a complete revolution of time of the earth around the sun.  
 
(Genesis 1:17 NKJV)  God set them in the firmament of the heavens to give light on the earth,  (18)  
and to rule over the day and over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness. And God saw 
that it was good. 

 
Notice that God “set them” in the heavens; they are where He placed them.  This is good since 
we like seeing the constellations as they are.  I don’t think it would be very comforting to see 
the stars or planets moving around randomly in the night skies.  
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(Genesis 1:19 NKJV)  So the evening and the morning were the fourth day. 
Things are going well so far with God. He is still moving forward with His Eternal Plans, 
especially the eternal covenant the Father made with the Son.  

 
Four days have passed…2 more to go! 
 

(Genesis 1:20 NKJV)  Then God said, "Let the waters abound with an abundance of living creatures, 
and let birds fly above the earth across the face of the firmament of the heavens." (21)  So God 
created great sea creatures and every living thing that moves, with which the waters abounded, 
according to their kind, and every winged bird according to its kind. And God saw that it was good. 
 

The waters were created and prepared to receive life;  the skies as well.  And again, the model 
is the same:  He created groups of creatures which we know as “kinds”.  

 

In the KJV:  And God said,  Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creature that hath 

life,H5315 

 

The word life (Nehfesh) is used for the first time.  It’s the same word God used when He 
created Adam.  God breathed into Adam and he became a living soul.  Nehfesh refers to a 
breathing creature.   More on this when we get to Adam! 

 
(Genesis 1:22 NKJV)  And God blessed them, saying, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in 
the seas, and let birds multiply on the earth." 

 
It means what it says:  bear offspring, increase in number and fill the earth! 

 
But for the first time in all creation, God blesses what He has created.  He blesses them with 
abundant life! 
 

(Genesis 1:23 NKJV)  So the evening and the morning were the fifth day. 
 

We’ve finished 5 days.  And so far, all’s well and good.  
 
But now comes God’s “best day ever”! 
 

(Genesis 1:24 NKJV)  Then God said, "Let the earth bring forth the living creature according to its 
kind: cattle and creeping thing and beast of the earth, each according to its kind"; and it was so. 
 

Three types of living creatures were created in the first part of the 6th day. Unlike evolution, I 
am NOT including man in this creative act of God.  God created cattle (that is, all types of 
domesticated animals), all types of creeping things (bugs, snakes, etc.) and beasts (all types of 
“wild” animals).   Each was like other living things created according to its kind:  cows, bulls, 
sheep, goats etc. Elephants, tigers, lions and bears;  snakes, rodents, insects etc.  
 

(Genesis 1:25 NKJV)  And God made the beast of the earth according to its kind, cattle according to 
its kind, and everything that creeps on the earth according to its kind. And God saw that it was 
good. 
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All these things were created as they are;  None became what we see today by morphing into 
some completely different creature. The whale was always a whale. It never became a walking 
animal on the earth.  There is no scientific ‘tree of life’ where from a single cell came all life as 
we know it.  
 
After hundreds of years of research, no scientist can claim that they understand “first life”.  
Even the tiniest cell is a magnificent design whereby all of its parts must be in place at the 
same exact time in order for it to function.  Non-life can not produce life no matter how long it 
has! 
 

The Day is not yet complete. But I want to save the creation of all y’all and even Bob/Loren until next 
week. 
 
 
We have witnessed God’s progression of creation. This in no way describes evolution as some 
theologians think.  Things were created by the Word of God.  God didn’t design us to blindly believe 
but gave us a strong sense of curiosity to explore the world and universe around us.  All He really 
expected (in my humble opinion) was for us to glorify Him for what only He could do – create life!   
  
 
Exodus 15:11 NKJV  "Who is like You, O LORD, among the gods? Who is like You, glorious in 
holiness, Fearful in praises, doing wonders? 

 

Psalms 19:1 NKJV  To the Chief Musician. A Psalm of David. The heavens declare the glory of  
God; And the firmament shows His handiwork. 

 

Psalms 29:1-11 NKJV  A Psalm of David. Give unto the LORD, O you mighty ones, Give unto the 
LORD glory and strength.  (2)  Give unto the LORD the glory due to His name; Worship the 
LORD in the beauty of holiness.  (3)  The voice of the LORD is over the waters; The God of glory 
thunders; The LORD is over many waters.  (4)  The voice of the LORD is powerful; The voice of the 
LORD is full of majesty.  (5)  The voice of the LORD breaks the cedars, Yes, the LORD splinters the 
cedars of Lebanon.  (6)  He makes them also skip like a calf, Lebanon and Sirion like a young wild ox.  
(7)  The voice of the LORD divides the flames of fire.  (8)  The voice of the LORD shakes the 
wilderness; The LORD shakes the Wilderness of Kadesh.  (9)  The voice of the LORD makes the 
deer give birth, And strips the forests bare; And in His temple everyone says, "Glory!"  (10)  The 
LORD sat enthroned at the Flood, And the LORD sits as King forever.  (11)  The LORD will give 
strength to His people; The LORD will bless His people with peace. 

 

If you are giving Glory to God, you cannot be giving glory to yourself. Self-glorification is suicide. For 
your life only has true meaning with our exalted LORD, God and Savior!  Do life on your own, in your 
own power, in the pride that believes you know better than the One who formed you in the womb – 
will lead to a sadness and a frustration that will eventually overwhelm you.  Don’t live like this. 
Everyday, come to Jesus and live life in the light of His truth;  And out of your belly will flow rivers of 
Living Waters to share with others! 

 

 


